INTRA-ABDOMINAL PERFORATION DUE TO CARDIOPULMONARY RESUSCITATION FOLLOWING NON-INVASIVE MECHANICAL VENTILATION IN AN ELDERLY PATIENT

ABSTRACT

Medical treatment with non-invasive mechanical ventilation is the gold standard for elderly patients with acute exacerbation of chronic obstructive pulmonary disease who may develop respiratory failure. However, for geriatric patients requiring high-pressure support, non-invasive mechanical ventilation may lead to gastric distension associated with the passage of air into the esophagus and stomach. There are very few cases in literature of gastric perforation developing secondary to gastric distension. In these patients, cardiopulmonary resuscitation increases potential risks by engendering an increase in intra-thoracic and intra-abdominal pressure. After intubation, gastric air decompression with a nasogastric catheter will protect patients from complications such as gastric distension, aspiration and gastric perforation.

In this case report, we present an 84-year-old patient with severe exacerbation of chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, who was treated with non-invasive mechanical ventilation at intermittent high pressures for 6 hours in the emergency department but suffered a cardiac arrest because of respiratory failure. Cardiopulmonary resuscitation was then applied, resulting in the development of pneumomediastinum, pneumoperitoneum and bilateral rectus abdominis rupture associated with gastric perforation.

Due to increased tissue fragility in this age group, complications which may develop from non-invasive mechanical ventilation, which has been applied to avoid the undesired effects of intubation in elderly patients, are of greater importance and should not be ignored.
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OLGU SUNUMU

YAŞLI HASTADA NONİNVAZİV MEKANİK VENTİLASYON SONRASINDA UYGULANAN KARDİYOPULMONER RESUSİTASYONA BAĞLI İNTRAABDOMİNAL PERFORASYON

ÖZ


Biz olgu sunumumuzda ileri derecede kronik obstruktif havayolu hastalığı olan, acil serviste 6 saat aralıklı yüksek basınçlı nazo-gastrısk trakea ile uygulanan noninvasif mekanik ventilasyonu altındaki hastaya, kar oxidative arrest ile kardiyopulmoner resusçuluğuna bağlı pnö-momedistinal, pnömoperitoneum ve bilaretal rektus rüptüř gelişen 84 yaşındaki hastayı sunmayı amaçladık.

Yaşlı hastalarda entubasyonun istenmeyen etkilerinden sakınmak amacıyla uygulanan noninvasif mekanik ventilasyona bağlı gelişebilen komplikasyonlar, doku fragilitesinin arttığı bu yaş grubunda önem kazanmaktadır ve göz ardı edilmemelidir.

Anahtar Sözcüklər: Non-invasif Mekanik Ventilasyon; Kardiyopulmoner Resusçuluş; Perforasyon; Kronik Obstruktif Akciğer Hastalığı; Pnömomedistinum; Pnömoperitoneum.
INTRODUCTION

Geriatric patients with advanced stage chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) may develop respiratory failure associated with acute exacerbation. For patients presenting at hospital at that age and stage, medical treatment with non-invasive mechanical ventilation (NIMV) is the gold standard. This procedure reduces the need for endotracheal intubation and the length of hospital stay, thereby increasing life expectancy (1,2). For patients needing high-pressure support where there is patient-ventilator incompatibility, air swallowing or ventilations applied at pressures exceeding the esophageal sphincter closing pressure, NIMV may lead to gastric distension associated with the passage of air into the esophagus and stomach (3,4).

In geriatric patients, due to the loss of muscle and connective tissue, there is decreased tissue elasticity, leaving them more vulnerable to traumatic injuries. However, there are very few cases in literature of stomach and esophagus perforation that have developed secondary to gastric distension (5).

Cardiopulmonary resuscitation is the set of methods used to restart the circulatory and respiratory systems. Complications, which may develop during CPR, can usually be treated after successful resuscitation. Even though gastric distension resulting from a very strong and/or fast artificial respiration procedure is frequently seen, very few cases have been reported of massive gastric distension, which will cause gastric perforation and pneumoperitoneum (6,7).

In this study, we present the case of a geriatric patient with severe exacerbation of COPD, who was treated with NIMV at intermittent high pressures for 6 hours in the emergency department (ED) but suffered a cardiac arrest because of respiratory failure. CPR was then applied, resulting in the development of pneumomediastinum, pneumoperitoneum and bilateral rectus abdominis rupture associated with gastric perforation.

CASE

An 84-year-old female patient previously diagnosed with COPD and congestive heart failure (CHF) used BIPAP at home and presented at the ED with complaints of respiratory problems. In the room-air test, SpO₂ was 45%; arterial blood gas (ABG) values were pH=7.27, P₀₂=55 mmHg and P₇.CO₂=86 mmHg; GCS was 15 and the patient was treated with nebulized bronchodilators (comivent-flutixolte) and intravenous steroids by the emergency physicians. With NIMV planned, the patient was monitored for 2 hours attached to a BIPAP device (EPAP=6, IPAP=12). As the hypoxemia, hypercarbia and respiratory acidosis levels had not improved, in the subsequent ABG sample (pH=7.24, P₀₂=50 mmHg, P₇.CO₂=99 mmHg, SpO₂=77%), NIMV was continued with a mechanical ventilator (Maquet Servo-I) in continuous positive airway pressure (CPAP) mode (positive end-expiratory pressure (PEEP)=5 cmH₂O, pressure support (PS)=15 cmH₂O). Throughout 4 hours of CPAP application, the general condition did not improve, consciousness gradually lessened (GCS=9), and as there was widespread infiltration on the chest X-ray (Figure 1) and hypoxemia, hypercarbia and respiratory acidosis continued in the ABG (pH=7.19, P₀₂=58 mmHg, P₇.CO₂=100 mmHg, SpO₂=88%), it was decided to intubate the patient.

To apply intubation, 30 mg rocuronium and 60 mg propofol were administered intravenously. Then 1 mg atropine was administered to the patient, who had bradyarrhythmia. The patient did not respond to atropine and experienced difficulties with bag–valve–mask (BVM) ventilation. As the patient then had a cardiac arrest, crush intubation was applied, and CPR was started immediately. The patient could only be intubated at the second attempt, and at the 5th minute of CPR, normal sinus rhythm was restored. As the development of subcutaneous emphysema and abdominal distension was noticed, tracheal rupture was suspected, resulting from the crush intubation. After ruling out pneumothorax on the bedside ultrasonography (USG), an emergency chest X-ray (Figur
re 2) and thoraco-abdominal CT were taken. On the CT images, “an appearance of widespread air in the abdomen (3-4 lts.) and mediastinum” was determined (Figure 3). With a preliminary diagnosis of pneumomediastinum and pneumoperitoneum secondary to tracheobronchial rupture, the patient was admitted for surgery classified as ASA IV E.

In the OR, a thoracic surgery specialist performed a diagnostic bronchoscopy, the results of which were normal, and a general surgery specialist performed an upper gastrointestinal system endoscopy. Perforation was determined in the lesser curvature of the stomach and was repaired primarily. During the exploration, a right Morgagni hernia including the transverse colon and omentum was seen and repaired. Both rectus muscles were seen to be ruptured totally from the midportion of the muscle. Throughout the operation, hemodynamics were stable, and the patient was admitted to the intensive care unit (ICU) postoperatively.

The patient was attached to a mechanical ventilator in the ICU and, in the 2nd hour of monitoring, regained consciousness (GCS=E3M6VE). At 48 hours postoperatively, as hemodynamics were stable and ABG levels were pH=7.47, pO₂=81.7 mmHg, pCO₂=55 mmHg, and SpO₂=97%, and spontaneous respiratory effort was sufficient, the patient was extubated (Figures 4 and 5) and spontaneous ventilation was monitored for 2 days with intermittent NIMV support. Gastric decompression with a nasogastric tube was applied with the patient seated upright in bed at 45° during NIMV.

At the end of 2 days, due to continuing hypercarbia and deterioration in her general condition, the patient was reintubated. Following mechanical ventilation in CPAP mode, extubation was attempted twice during medical treatment, but the respiratory parameters were not sufficient, and reintubation was required within 30 minutes.
On day 14, a percutaneous tracheotomy was performed, after which the general condition improved and a home-type mechanical ventilator was provided for the mobilized patient, who was then discharged uneventfully.

**DISCUSSION**

This case report concerns the most feared complication of NIMV which can be seen in emergency patients, as a result of the delayed decision for intubation in a patient who was clearly unsuccessful on NIMV. It had been shown that insisting on a long period of NIMV increases mortality in emergency departments, and non-invasive ventilation must not be regarded as an alternative to intubation.

NIMV is often applied to geriatric patients with advanced-stage COPD in EDs when medical treatment is insufficient for hypercarbic respiratory failure, thus protecting patients from complications associated with intubation (1). The advantages of NIMV are intact airway defense mechanisms, increased patient comfort, physiological air warming and humidification, less need for sedation and easier weaning (9). Intubation should be considered for patients who cannot tolerate NIMV (10).

BIPAP machines are usually preferred at the first stage for NIMV in chronic patients, as they are economical, portable, easy to use and have good leakage compensation, but their use in the ED is limited (11).

In EDs and ICUs, NIMV can be applied with more advanced mechanical ventilators with bedside titration. However, PS and CPAP modes are often preferred, and to overcome auto-PEEP in COPD patients, PEEP application is recommended (1,2).

The application of PEEP results in improved oxygenation as well as reduced risk of lung injury related to the ventilator. However, in the application of PSV-PEEP for NIMV, keeping a high pressure to reach the targeted tidal volume and incompatibility of the patient to the ventilator can cause air swallowing and gastric distension (3,4).

Aspiration may occur due to air swallowing or ventilation at pressures exceeding the upper esophageal sphincter pressure. It can be prevented through proper patient selection, gastric decompression with a nasogastric tube, reduction of respiratory support pressures and intermittent application of NIMV (12).

Complications that may occur during the administration of CPR are generally treatable after successful resuscitation. Postmortem studies have shown thoracic complications in 40% of cases, abdominal-visceral complications in 30% and pulmonary complications in 13%. Life-threatening heart and major vessel injuries or intestinal rupture are extremely rare (0.1 to 5%) (13,14).

As conclusion, in elderly patients requiring high-pressure NIMV, where ventilator-patient compatibility cannot be achieved, complications which may develop associated with gastric distension can be prevented by close monitoring in respect of gastric distension and when necessary, providing decompression with NG tube.

When life-saving protocols such as NIMV or CPR are applied to geriatric patients, it should not be forgotten that in the same way as for evaluation of neonatal patients, complications which may develop, might be related to age just as much as the frequency of the procedure, duration and pressure applied.
Due to increased tissue fragility in this age group, complications which may develop from non-invasive mechanical ventilation, which has been applied to avoid the undesired effects of intubation in elderly patients, are of greater importance and should not be ignored.

Informed Consent
Informed consent was obtained from the patient’s next of kin.
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